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As you know RFK (after taking over a study of the CIA operation following the 
‘Bay of Pigs) made sweeping indictments of "free! Cuban gadfly raids on Cuba. 
Thése were stopped in so much as these orders were obeyed by authorities . 
having to do with coastal watersf Remember, throughout this period, there 

“was much contempt for RFK; individual CIA men blamed him and BFK for the 
failure in Cuba because they claimed JFK "chickened-out" and would not supply 
American air cover. --See Ramparts-= On the other hand these poor fish never 
did get an unbiased account on the Bay of Pigs, Kennedy never did promise 
air-cover, but expedient CIA men Bee told certain "free!! Cyban leaders that 
KENNEDY HAD GAURANTEE@MBD If! The hatred for JFK among the "free" Cubans was 
enormous. This report reaching the President through the SS, even necessitated 
a special trip by JFK and Jackie to Florida to try to quiet Cuban hatred. 
Kenendy had a rare tolerance. He didn't hate people because they hated him, be- 
cause he had an awareness about their sources of information, The CIA was 
really in trouble with JFK and RFK at the time of the assassination. But all 
these things are history and will I am sure, be part of the entire picture in 
times There was also af FBI push through 62-63 to clamp down on hiteand-miss 
Southern arms storers. And it’ was this that bugged me in regard to Alba and 
LHO. There was strong evidence which the Kennedys were trying to pinpoint 
that NRA arms and ammunitions were being grossly mishandled, planned as a mater 
of fact in any number of illegal ways, to end up in the hands of racists. In 
fact, you name it and JFK and RFK were trying to learn about it and do better 
with it, whatever it was. Se he had to be stepped. But I hope ali this will 
come out. JI hope it so much, not only for LHO but for JFK too; no one in our 
group seems to care or rememebr that in spite of wealth and fame, he died and 
those who loved him died a little at the same time, 

As for Manchester's complete book, I disagrée 100% with his foolish emotional 
connotations and judgments on LHO and the evidence, etc., but the entire book 
is absohutely marvelous. . From much reading I knew a good deal on Dallas before 
and after the assassination, I knew a lot about the Kenneyds and the actions 
of official Washington on that terrible weekend, but this book is staggering 
in its detail and infindtely valuable. Manchester has written with much less 
rancor for LBJ than I would have shown, He has written I think fairly im- 
partially on the Kennedys Che loves them as 1 do in spite of differneces over 
the book); the reviews in TIME, NEWSWEEK and NY TIMES were almost ecstatic 
and I agree. The WHOLE book is much more, muchmuch more powerful than the’ 
excerpts. JI tte excerpts anyway. If I were an author I would never allow them. 
As for the money, I understand Manchester share wikl be around $500,000 and the 

*. Library will get the millions; but while we live in this system, I have no 
objection to anyone making a packet. It is amazing how many people (sp=called 
capitalists) who live in the SW criticize Mark Lane for having made money on 
his book. Actually why shouldntt Mark Lane have made money? He did a terrific, 
dangerous (still dangerous) job, and he is entitled to every cent he can 
wrangle from this system. 
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What a mess this is. I am typing against time. I have an appointment in town 
in one hour and I am sitting here looking like a Stetinback refugee! I am following 
the case as closely as I can reading the NO States Item, Picayune, the Dallas 
Morning News, I am still not completely with Garrison but I am told by everybody, 
you, Vince, Herold W. and Mark Lane (read his statement in the NO papers) that 
I am wrong; so I can only hope. But how is it possible that Russell Long is 
pushing for Garriosn's investigation? That man (Lon#) is bad, he is bad all the 
way through; McKeithen is a right-winger, Garrison is all for McKeithen. I get 
too confused. Sylvia, you know I love you-~and I even love Arnoni-~-although he 
would shudder to hear it. How can I part with any of you when you are all so 
good? Be tolerant for just a little while on the Kennedys and with me--perhaps 
we will surprise you yet. Did you like my Pope's encyclical? 

write as soon as you can telling me what you think of Lippmann's column. Se


